
Item no.: 357625

85286 - Active HDMI cable 4K 60 Hz 20 m

from 112,97 EUR
Item no.: 357625

shipping weight: 2.20 kg
Manufacturer: Delock

Product Description
This HDMI cable by Delock is used to connect devices with an HDMI interface, such as televisions, Blu-ray players, monitors or projectors. By supporting a maximum bandwidth of
18 Gbps, content with a resolution of up to 4K Ultra HD (3840 x 2160 @ 60 Hz) can be played back.Ultra HD 4K resolution without loss of qualityThe integrated Redmere chipset
enables the transmission of image and sound signals even over long distances without loss of quality. This makes the cable perfect for use in large conference rooms, for example.
Specification- Connectors: 1 x HDMI-A male > 1 x HDMI-A male- Chipset: Redmere 8181- High Speed HDMI with Ethernet (HEC) specification- Wire cross-section: 24 AWG- Cable
diameter: approx. 9 mm- Cable conductor: twisted- Copper conductor- Gold-plated contacts- Triple-shielded cable- Transmission of audio and video signals- Data transfer rate up to
18 Gbps- Resolution up to*: 3840 x 2160 @ 60 Hz- 3D support*: up to 1920 x 1080 @ 60 Hz; 3840 x 2160 @ 30 Hz- Supports 21:9 cinema aspect ratio- Supports transmission of 2
video channels simultaneously to use one screen for two viewers- Supports colour sampling in 4:2:0 (original format of Blu-Ray, DVD and TV)- Includes audio return channel (ARC)-
Up to 32 audio channels for speakers- Up to 1536 kHz audio sampling rate- Supports transmission of up to 4 audio channels simultaneously- Supports dynamic adjustment of lip
sync at- Picture/sound delays- Supports HDR- Supports HDCP 1.4 and 2.2- Supports CEC 2.0 control commands- Supports Dolby® TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio™- Colour:
black- Cable length: approx. 20 m* depending on the system and the connected hardwareSystem requirements- One free HDMI-A interfacePackage contents- HDMI cable
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